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About
CSR Cell CSR Conclave

Established in the year 2008, our IIT started
functioning from two transit campuses in
Bhubaneswar city. Since then, we have
certainly come a long way. The present
permanent campus is situated at the foot of
the Barunei hillock and spreads over 936 acres
of land. The hillock is not only a beautiful
tourist spot, it is famous for its historical
significance. The area is known for the
resistance against the British occupation of
Khurda Garh, the last independent fort of India,
in the year 1803-1804. It is also the landmark of
the first freedom struggle in India, the Paika
Bidroha during 1810-1817. 
 But IIT Bhubaneswar's impact extends beyond
the realm of academics. Recognizing its
responsibility to the wider community, the
institute established the CSR Cell, a dedicated
unit that drives impactful initiatives focused on
social good. This cell serves as a bridge
between the institute's intellectual capital and
the needs of society, channeling the expertise
of faculty, staff, and students towards tackling
critical challenges in areas like education,
healthcare, and sustainable development.
Through collaborative projects, outreach
programs, and partnerships with corporates
and NGOs, the CSR Cell empowers individuals
and communities, ensuring that IIT
Bhubaneswar's influence transcends the
classroom walls and contributes meaningfully
to building a better future.

CSR Conclave 2024, themed "Uniting for
Sustainable Impact," takes center stage, urging
collaborative action to tackle pressing global
challenges. CSR Conclave 2024 serves as a
platform for thought leaders, industry experts,
academicians, and CSR enthusiasts to
converge, exchange ideas, and collaborate
towards driving meaningful change. Through
insightful discussions, interactive sessions, and
networking opportunities, participants will
gain valuable insights into the evolving
landscape of CSR and its pivotal role in shaping
a sustainable future. With the corporate
sector's influence woven into the fabric of
society, its participation is crucial
This event serves as a powerful platform for
industry leaders to join hands with
changemakers and sustainability experts. Here,
expect insightful Panel discussions on climate
action, social responsibility, and innovative
solutions. The corporate sector's role extends
beyond financial contributions – be it
spearheading technological advancements for
clean energy, fostering responsible supply
chains, or empowering local communities. The
CSR Conclave 2024 is a call to action, inviting
the corporate sector to leverage its collective
power and chart a path towards a more
equitable and sustainable future. So, join this
impactful gathering and be part of the united
force shaping a better tomorrow!
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The CSR Conclave 2024 welcomes students, research scholars,
industry leaders, changemakers, sustainability experts,
academicians, government representatives, and investors
interested in driving positive change and advancing
sustainability efforts, particularly within the realm of Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR).

Registration fees include, certificate of participation, refreshments, and lunch.

STUDENTS/
RESEARCH
SCHOLARS

INR 500/- INR 1000/-

FACULTY/
ACADEMICIANS

/ INDUSTRY
PROFESSIONAL/

GOVERNMENT
OFFICERS

The participants who attend all the sessions will be provided with a certificate of participation

WHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE?

Bank Account Details

Account Name    : CSR IIT BHUBANESWAR
Account number: 110121394626
IFSC                        : CNRB0017282
Canara Bank, IIT Bhubaneswar, Argul Branch.

REGISTRATION LINK

Candidates while filling up the form need
to make payment of the Registration Fee
and provide the details like payment
reference number, mode, and date of
payment therein prior to submitting the
Google Form. A screenshot of the
payment success page may be sent to 

https://forms.gle/5kqrBzcYCTS9P2LYA
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